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Theory: 1. A formal set of ideas that is intended to explain why something happens or exists; 
2. The principles on which a particular subject is based.



SELF COUNSELLING (not counselling!)

concept of “Gravitation” is developed based on  meta-research findingsof 
behavioural genetics from different genetic research studies based on 

quantitativeas well as molecular genetic methods and mechanisms which 
estimates: 

a) heritability (h2), 
b) shared (c2) and c) non-shared (e2) environmental influences and suggests 
how epigenetic factors may operate and include endophenotyperepresenting 
intelligenceat a level closer to the genotype, provided through families, twins 
and adoption(Plomin et al., 2008).

As well as
Career designing theoriessuch asRIASEC (J. Holland),Career Construction

(M. Savickas),Circumcsription and Compromise(L. Gottfredson),Chaos
Theory (Pryor and Bright),theory of rational vocational decision making
(S. Fukuyama) as well as others

Epigeneses– how from structure less mass develops and progressively differentiates new structures, nascent organs.
Endophenotype– any hereditary characteristic that is normally associated with some condition, but is not direct symptom of that 

condition.



For example, researchesLee Anne Thompson and Jeremy Oehlert(“The Etiology of

Giftedness” //Learning and Individual Differences, vol. 20, 2010, p.299), stated:

“By 1981 a paper published by Bouchard and McGuesummarised findings 
from thousands of relative pairs taken from extant family, adoptionand 
twin studies on General intelligence and conclusively established that 
genesand shared family environment both contribute to individual 
variation in g. In 1990, Chipuer, Rovine and Plomin,applied more 
sophisticated structural equation modeling analyses to the data presented in 
the paper of Bouchard and McGue (1981) and arrived at a heritability 
estimate of 50%(“a priori” – my remark, K.P.) with another 10-20% of 
the variance accounted for by shared environmentalinfluences leaving 
the last 30-40% to non-shared environmentand error.”



“When this finding wasfirst reported, it seemed intuitivelyincorrectsince people

accumulate experience over the time and it would be expected that theenvironment

would become increasinglysalient; howeverbehavioural genetic researchhas

repeatedly shown that environments are not experiencedat random. Often,

environments arecorrelated with genotypes. (p. 299). Activegenotype-environment

correlation (Scar and McCartney, 1984) implies that peoplewill seek outenvironments

that arecompatible with their genotypes<…>. One potential explanation for the
decreasein fraternal twin similarity may be each twin seeking out an environment
that fits his or hergenotype” (Lee Anne Thompson, Jeremy Oehlert, 2010, p. 299).



“We propose that development is indeed the result ofnature andnurture but the
genes drive experience. Genes are components in a systemthat organizesthe
organismto experienceits world” (Sandra Scar, Kathleen McCartney, 1983.
How People Make Their Own Environments: A Theory of Genotype - Environment
Effects // Child development, vol. 54, p.p. 424-435).

“Like Chomsky and Fodor (1980), we propose thatthe genotype is the driving
force behind development, because, we argue, it is thediscriminator of what
environments are actually experienced. <…> Rather,we stress the role of the
genotype in determining which environments are actually experienced andwhat
effects they have on the developing person. <…> We distinguish herebetween
environments to which a personis exposedand environments that areactively
experienced or “grasped”by the person ” (Sandra Scar, Kathleen McCartney, 1984,
p. 425).



Conclusions could be drawn: We aregenetically determined(for example,
let take J. Holland RIASEC hexagon of interests)to some types of
activities.

Manifestation of this genetic determination isinclination of human beingto
some specific activitiesor what Linda S. Gottfredson named as“genetic
compass”: “our genetic compassesare made manifest by what weresonate
to and whatrepelsus, perhaps especially when their signals conflict with
the expectations of family or friends” (L.S. Gottfredson, 2005, p. 76)

This inclination to some activities could be named as a“gravitation” or in old
terms– “calling”. The bigger power of“gravitation” – the more obvious
of person’sinclination to appropriate activities (“getting food”).

Calling (following Aristotle's hilomorphistic philosophy) we understand as theinclination of human being to some
professional activity (outside“attractor” ) residing inside(not outside!) of human being



Therefore,
Inclination could be understand asinside human being factor(“feeling”)

expressed with appropriate extent ofpowerforcing person togravitatetowards
appropriateattractor(s).

Inclination could be authentic (valid) and non-authentic (invalid).

Attractor we understand as anobject inside or outsideof human being whichpull
personto itselfwith appropriatepower.

Interaction is meetingof inclination with attractor. 
Gravitation is measure of interaction. 

The bigger power ofgravitation, the more obviousmanifestationof interaction
between inclination and attractor.

Interaction as well as gravitation could be authentic (valid) and non-authentic 
(invalid). 



Strengthof interaction could be estimated bypower of gravitationbetween
inclination andattractor.

Quality of interaction depends on quality ofvocational education and
training (taking it in a broad sense).

Quality of VET could be measured 

Using behavioural genetics‘ language we could state that “Self” as an “agent”
in the stage of “a priori” in fact is our genotype(discriminator) which we 
are getting from our parents. 

Genotypeas an “agent” or “genetic compass” navigate (“incline”) us to
appropriatevocational activities(or “food”), which residein surrounding
environment and in the best wayrespondto thestructure (“programme”,
“genetic code”) of genotypeenablingepigenesesof “Self” as an“agent”
towards“Self” as an“object” or vocational identity (phenotype)



Phenotype later undergo continuous development according inserted
“instructions“ (or “programme”, “code”) in genotypeinteracting
appropriately with specific prototypes of vocational activities residing in
environment.

Or, as statedSandra ScarandKathleen McCartney(1983) “Also clouded by
an endless regress ofintermediate phenotypeswould be the idea that the
correlation or transaction between phenotype and environmentis
determined bydevelopment changes in the genotype(p. 426)

Therefore, we are not freeyet to escapefrom our destiny - “calling” (or
influence of our genotype).



Conceptsof “gravitation” and“inclination” as manifestation of that “gravitation” lead us to conclusion
that development of “Self”is guided by “a priori” (genotype), but not by “a posteriori”
(experience). “A posteriori” (experience”)is just a “food” for development ofgenotype(“Self” as
an “agent”) to new qualities orphenotype(“Self” as an “object”).

Findings of behavioural geneticsgives new light explaining mechanisms of“Self” development.
Hence, some corrections in our already developed career designing theories should be made.

Conclusions:
1. People areselectivein choosing environment to experience since our genotypenavigateus to select

specific activitiesfitting best for development of genotype (“Self” as “agent”) towards phenotype
(“Self” as an “object”) orvocational identity.

2. Influence of genotype manifest itself viainclination(s) which push person towards specific
attractor(s). This interaction between inclination (manifestation of genotype) and attractor
(manifestation of prototype of vocational activity in environment) we name“gravitation”.

3. Environment are proposing“menu” of prototypes of all vocational activities (“cognitive
propositions”, Guichard, 2005), but person is ready forthe best“cognitive response”selectivelyjust
to those which fit to structure of genotype in the concrete phase of his or her career path.



Two typesof inclination could be distinguished:valid (authentic) and invalid (non-authentic)
(the last we could name as“peripheral interests”). Both of them has distinctiveexternaland
internal features.

Invalid inclination happens when some “peripheral interests”(status or prestige of profession,
possibility to earn “big money” or to become popular and wideknown, to serve to somebody
wishes, etc.) areacceptedas“valid”.

Such type ofinterests usually perform role of“hum” or “interference” and decline act of
navigation of genotypetowardsinvalid attractor (specific activity) which don’t respond to
genotypeand is important for authentic development of “Self” (genotype – phenotype
transaction).

To avoid “choke up” of valid inclination by “peripheral interests”two dimensionaltaxonomy
of inclinations could be used:

a) external or psychomotor(criterion - efficiency of performanceof vocational activity,
objectively measured) and

b) internal or affective(criterion -emotionalacceptability of the process of vocational activity to
person,subjectively measured).



ik

External featuresof inclination areresults of performancewhich could beobjectively
measured.
Internal featuresof inclination arereflected emotionsduring the process of
performance of activity which could bemeasured subjectivelyby performer of activity
on its own.

Valid inclination for activity is usuallyexpressedby performance resultsthat are
above average(objectively measured) to compare to concrete population in a same
career phase and bypositive emotionssubjectively experienced when participating in
the process of concrete activity.

Individual’s performance resultsare the signsof validity of inclination which are
important to the surrounding environment and people. However, when making
vocational choice, an individualshould focus on subjectively experienced emotionsin
the process of vocational activityrather his/her performance results(The latter can be
continuously improved with intensive practice in a specific vocational activity).



At least four levels of subjectively experiencedemotionsand objectively achieved
performance resultscan be distinguishedin the process of vocational activitywhen
person subjectively experiences :

a) positive emotionsand his/herperformance resultsobjectively areabove average
in the same career phase compare to others;

b) positive emotionsbut his/herperformance resultsobjectively aresimilar or even
lower than average in the same career phase compare to others;

c) negative emotionsand his/herperformance results objectivelyare lower than
average in the same career phase compare to athers;

d) negative emotionsand his/herperformance resultsobjectively arehigher than
average in the same career phase compare to others.



The most ideal variant would bea) whensubjective person’s emotionsin the process
of vocational activityare positiveandperformance resultsarehigher in the same career
phase compare to others. This is a situation whenperson’s aptitudessituated in the
genotype are clearlyexpressed(“treasure” on the “surface of the land”).

In the case ofb) it can be seen that person’s aptitudes might be:b1) “buried”
somewhere “deep in the ground” so that even if a person is highly motivated with
positive emotions of acting and persistently tries to achievehigher than average
performance results, he/she cannot achieve them for quite a long period of time.

However, when he/she finally later on “finds the treasure”, others are surprised with
high and rather unexpected performance results;



b2) the source ofpositive emotionsis misleadingsince person is satisfied not with
theprocess itselfbut rather with thestatus or resultsvocational activity gives. In such
a case motivation to act gradually decreases sinceperformance resultsdo not reach the
required level.It can be noted that a person“was looking (digging) for his treasure
(talent) in the wrong place” as he/she could notproperly distinguish between
“positive emotions” experienced becauseof the status or resultsthat a particular
vocational activity gives andpositive emotionsexperienced because vocational activity
itself.

In the case of c), it is almost safely to say that a person has neither subjective nor 
objectivepreconditions to perform particular vocational activity. Therefore person 
should look for possibilities to try other vocational activities. 



In the case of d) it is important to look for reasons why a person experiences negative 
emotions. It can be related to the so-called: 

d1) phenomenon of “negativity” when a person experiences negative emotions not 
because of the vocational activity itself but rather because of people who cultivate this 
vocational activity and he or she has negative attitude to those people. Choosing the same 
occupation would mean recognition of those people what is unacceptable for person;

d2) clearly manifested values conflict between person’s aptitudes and his/her experienced 
education (usually within family) related with negative attitude of important people for 
person to this vocational activity, i.e. the statusof vocational activity in the eyes of those 
people (short-term activity results; do not guarantee expected living standards; vocational 
activity by important people to person do not treat it as respectful, etc.) are treated as low.
Assessment of the vocational activity itself that are received from the closest and most 
important environment becomes more important to person than performance results
achieved in vocational activity. Such cases are often met as conflicts between parents and 
children when making decisions in a family regarding children’s vocational future (“what to 
study?”).  In such cases, negative emotions experienced in a vocational activity are rather 
external than internal by their nature. 



to

This taxonomycould be applied for development oftool for “recollections of

inclinations” using modifiedER (early recollections) technique (M. Savickas, 2012)

invented by the French psychologistHenri in 1894 and developed by Adlerian school

of individual psychologist later on.

This taxonomyalso could be applied forself-counselling purposesof any person, who
got appropriatecareer education.It could make this taxonomy andtheory behind
simple and quiteuniversal since every person is ableto measurehis or her
subjective emotionsto concrete professional activity as well asmeasure objectively
performance resultsin this vocational activity.


